Comparison of standardized bariums with varying rheological parameters on swallowing kinematics in males
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Abstract—This study measured dose-response of a range of commercially available liquid barium materials designed for use in videofluoroscopic oropharyngeal swallowing assessments, particularly as they relate to the necessity of adding a thickening agent for swallow safety. A group of 25 adult males representing various medical diagnoses consented to participate, with 16 qualifying to complete a videofluoroscopic swallowing assessment with liquid barium materials of three viscosities (nectar: 300 cP, thin honey: 1,500 cP, thick honey: 3,000 cP). Outcome measures included airway invasion (Penetration-Aspiration score), postswallow residue, and patient preference. Penetration-Aspiration and residue scores did not significantly differ between thin honey and thick honey bariums. Significantly more severe airway invasion was observed with nectar boluses than with two levels of honey boluses (p < 0.001). Significantly more residue was observed in the oral cavity (p < 0.002) and valleculae (p < 0.001) with thin and thick honey bariums than with nectar barium. Thin honey was rated as “easy” or “average” to drink by 67% of subjects, compared with 54% for thick honey. This study supports the use of thin honey barium over thick honey barium during videofluoroscopic swallowing assessments because the two honey bariums were comparable in terms of airway protection and postswallow residue in the oropharynx and the thin honey was preferred by patients.
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INTRODUCTION

More than 47 percent of veterans receiving healthcare from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) are over age 65. The number of veterans over age 85 is estimated to reach 1.4 million in 2012, a 167 percent increase since 2000 [1]. As the aging veteran population grows along with the U.S. population, dysphagia and associated health consequences (e.g., dehydration, malnutrition, pneumonia) are becoming national healthcare concerns. More than 270,000 veterans with dysphagia accounted for 350,000 visits and admissions to VA facilities annually [2]. One of the most common treatments for dysphagia is thickening liquids, thereby modifying swallowing physiology by altering fluid rheology [3].

While modifying textures is a common treatment technique implemented by clinicians to prevent aspiration of food and liquids into the airway, much debate surrounds
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unified terminology and standardized rheological properties [4]. Many efforts have been made, some combining sensory and rheological measurements, to quantify food and liquid texture categories [5]. However, without radiopaque diagnostic correlates to the food/liquid textures, the definitions are of limited usefulness in dysphagia management.

Identifying the optimal treatment strategy for a dysphagic patient begins with a comprehensive evaluation of swallowing function. The videofluoroscopic swallow study (VFSS) is the most frequently used instrumental assessment procedure to determine the nature and extent of oropharyngeal dysphagia. During the examination, patients swallow systematically designed bariums of varying rheological composition to provide information on swallowing function. Distinct from barium materials used for other radiographic procedures (e.g., upper gastrointestinal series), these dysphagia-specific bariums (Varibar®, Bracco Imaging S.p.A; Milan, Italy) were designed to be nonadhesive to the oropharyngeal mucosa in nondisabled swallowers. These “noncoating” bariums allow clinicians to correctly identify any postswallow residue as abnormal, which is clinically imperative because residue remaining in the oropharynx after the swallow increases a patient’s risk for aspiration once respiration resumes after the swallow.

The VFSS is distinct from many other radiographic examinations because of its ability to not only diagnose dysphagia, but also to verify the immediate effectiveness of treatment strategies in order to generalize the results when recommending a diet. Thickened liquids are a frequent short-term intervention poststroke, keeping patients safe from respiratory infection and other dysphagia sequelae while additional interventions are initiated during recovery. A survey of VA acute facilities completed by the Office of Inspector General reported that speech-language pathologists recommended a downgrade in diet consistency 68 percent of the time and recommended that all liquids be thickened 46 percent of the time following abnormal swallowing evaluations [6]. In certain circumstances (e.g., neurodegenerative conditions such as dementia), thickened liquids are recommended as a long-term solution for safe hydration [3]. As many as 31 percent of residents in long-term care facilities receive altered diets, with an estimated 28 percent receiving thickened liquids [7–10]. Of those receiving thickened liquids, on average, 60 percent received “nectar/syrup” thick, 33 percent received “honey” thick, and 6 percent received “pudding/spoon” thick [10].

Findings from the largest National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded, multisite, randomized clinical trial for dysphagia provide the highest level of evidence available to demonstrate the effectiveness of thickened liquids to prevent (1) liquid aspiration in the fluoroscopy suite during the VFSS (short-term) [11] and (2) pneumonia during a 3 mo follow-up period (long-term) [12]. That trial enrolled 742 subjects who underwent a VFSS using thin (<15 cP), nectar thick (300 cP), and honey thick (3,000 cP) bariums. Results indicated that significantly more patients aspirated thin liquid barium than nectar (68% vs 63%, respectively) or honey barium (68% vs 53%, respectively) [11]. However, significantly fewer patients rated honey barium as “easy” or “average” to swallow compared with the other levels of barium—a finding with important relevance for compliance when translated to treatment (e.g., dietary recommendations). Moreover, the 3 mo follow-up of subjects randomly assigned to use an intervention revealed that, of those hospitalized for pneumonia, subjects drinking thick honey liquids (3,000 cP) were hospitalized an average of 2 wk longer than subjects drinking nectar liquids (median = 18 vs 4 d, respectively) [12]. The thick honey barium may be more challenging to safely clear from the airway because the force required to move material, in this case ejecting from the airway, increases with higher viscosity and yield stress [13].

Liquid barium with an intermediate viscosity of 1,500 cP (Varibar Thin Honey, Bracco Imaging S.p.A.) specifically designed for dysphagia evaluation has become available to clinicians in the last several years. The goal of the current project was to measure the dose-response of a range of systematically designed barium materials used for dysphagia diagnosis and treatment planning so that radiologists, speech-language pathologists, and other medical professionals can make informed decisions regarding the safest barium materials to use during VFSSs.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Twenty-five male subjects referred for a standard clinical VFSS at the William S. Middleton Memorial Veterans Hospital consented to participate. Each VFSS was completed using a Siemens Model AXIOM Sireksop SD (Munich, Germany) recording at 30 frames per second.
Images were recorded using a KayPENTAX Digital Swallowing Workstation (Lincoln Park, New Jersey).

Potential subjects were given three 3 mL boluses of Varibar Nectar (300 cP) administered in a teaspoon by the clinician and self-administered amounts from a cup. If aspiration was observed with this nectar barium, subjects subsequently were administered in random order three 3 mL boluses of Varibar Thin Honey (1,500 cP) and three 3 mL boluses of Varibar Thick Honey (3,000 cP) barium administered in a teaspoon by the clinician and self-administered amounts from a cup. After each bolus type, subjects rated the fluid as “easy,” “average,” or “difficult and unpleasant” to drink.

Each swallow was scored using the Penetration/Aspiration Scale, an 8-point scale indicating the degree of airway invasion as well as the patient response to airway invasion. Higher scores (e.g., 8) signify more severe dysphagia as indicated by deeper airway invasion and/or diminished ability or effort to expectorate [14–15]. Postswallow barium residue was judged using a 3-point scale (0 = no residue, 1 = coating of residue, 2 = pooling of residue) for each swallow at four locations (oral cavity, valleculae, posterior pharyngeal wall, and upper esophageal sphincter). The 3-point residue scale is a subjective, nonvalidated but reliable scale that we have used in previously published studies [16].

The primary judge for this study was a speech-language pathologist who is a board-recognized specialist in swallowing and swallowing disorders. Interjudge reliability was completed by a second speech-language pathologist with 3.5 yr of experience in quantification of VFSSs. Ten percent of the swallows were remeasured by the same judge and also by a second judge. Intrajudge reliability was 94 percent and interjudge reliability was 86 percent.

Penetration/Aspiration Scale scores and postswallow residue scores were modeled using linear mixed-effects regression models with age, bolus size (cup, 3 mL), and bolus type (nectar: 300 cP, thin honey: 1,500 cP, thick honey: 3,000 cP) as fixed effects and subject as a random effect. Multiple imputation (using the aregImpute function in the Hmisc library in R) was used to account for missing data due to instrument malfunction. A nominal two-sided $p$-value of 0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.

### RESULTS

#### Subjects

Twenty-five consecutively referred subjects were consented to participate in the study. Of those who consented, 16 qualified by aspirating nectar barium as visualized during a VFSS. Of those who qualified, all were males between the ages of 55 and 91 (mean: 77 yr). Twenty-five percent ($n = 4$) had a diagnosis of head or neck cancer/trauma, 13 percent ($n = 2$) had a diagnosis of cerebral vascular accident, 18 percent ($n = 3$) had a diagnosis of other neurologic disease, and 44 percent ($n = 7$) had a diagnosis of other medical condition (i.e., renal failure, pneumonia, infection).

#### Penetration/Aspiration

Penetration/Aspiration scores did not significantly differ between the thin honey (1,500 cP) and thick honey (3,000 cP) bariums ($p = 0.66$). A comparison between nectar (300 cP) and both levels of the honey liquids (1,500 and 3,000 cP) revealed higher (i.e., more severe) Penetration/Aspiration scores with nectar boluses ($p < 0.001$) (Figure 1). Higher Penetration/Aspiration scores were found with patient-controlled boluses from a cup than with the 3 mL boluses from a spoon ($p = 0.01$) with all barium types combined.

#### Postswallow Residue

There was no difference in residue scores between the thin honey and thick honey bariums at any location.
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Comparison of mean Penetration/Aspiration Scale (Pen/Asp) scores in fluids of 300, 1,500, and 3,000 cP. Higher Pen/Asp scores represent more severe airway invasion.
However, significantly more residue was observed in the oral cavity ($p = 0.002$) and valleculae ($p < 0.001$) with both the thin and thick honey bariums than with the nectar barium (Figure 2). More residue was observed in the oral cavity, valleculae, and posterior pharyngeal wall with the cup boluses than with the $3 \text{ mL}$ boluses ($p < 0.001$, $p = 0.007$, and $p = 0.03$, respectively).

**Patient Preference**

Fifteen subjects verbally rated each type of barium during the VFSS as easy, average, or difficult and unpleasant to swallow. One subject was unable to answer the questions because of hearing loss. Subjects rated the nectar barium as average more often than the $1,500$ or $3,000 \text{ cP}$ honey bariums ($60\%$ vs $40\%$ and $27\%$, respectively). More subjects rated the thick honey ($3,000 \text{ cP}$) to be difficult and unpleasant compared with the thin honey barium ($1,500 \text{ cP}$) ($46\%$ vs $33\%$, respectively) (Table).

**DISCUSSION**

Results from this study indicate that during the VFSS, thin honey barium ($1,500 \text{ cP}$) and thick honey barium ($3,000 \text{ cP}$) did not significantly differ in terms of airway invasion or postswallow residue. These results are of great clinical relevance in light of published data indicating that patients who aspirated the more viscous $3,000 \text{ cP}$ fluids and contracted pneumonia had hospital stays three times longer than those who aspirated the less viscous nectar fluid [12]. Longer hospital stays may have been precipitated by the $3,000 \text{ cP}$ fluid being more viscous and having a higher yield stress and, therefore, being more difficult to clear from the airway than less viscous liquids [13].

While managing airway invasion during the VFSS is a goal and recommending optimal beverages in terms of rheological parameters is one part of a treatment plan that may

---

**Figure 2.**

(a) Comparison of mean postswallow residue scores at two locations in oropharynx (oral cavity and valleculae) with fluids of $300$, $1,500$, and $3,000 \text{ cP}$. Higher scores represent more residue. ($0 = \text{no residue}, 1 = \text{coating of residue}, 2 = \text{pooling of residue}$). Comparison of postswallow residue in oropharynx with fluids of (b) $300 \text{ cP}$ (nectar), (c) $1,500 \text{ cP}$ (thin honey), and (d) $3,000 \text{ cP}$ (thick honey). Postswallow residue as illustrated by select image frames from videofluoroscopy. Note increase of residuals on thin and thick honey boluses compared with nectar.
result from the VFSS findings or interpretations for dysphagia patients, the probability of totally eliminating aspiration is unlikely, even in relatively successful examinations and treatment plans. One could then postulate that the potentially more easily cleared, thin(ner) honey barium and subsequent “matched beverages” would result in shorter hospital stays for those individuals who aspirate and experience negative health status sequelae related to fluid intake. This hypothesis must be tempered, however, because nutritional fluids that exactly match the rheological properties of the barium products do not currently exist.

When assessing fluid preference in this study, 67 percent of subjects rated the thin honey as either easy or average to drink, compared with only 54 percent rating the thick honey positively. Since adherence with drinking thickened beverages, particularly the most thick, can be problematic, the thin honey fluid, which was identified as favorable, may be best to include in the VFSS because of improved therapeutic compliance, potentially preventing dysphagia-related health sequelae such as pneumonia.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Ideally, swallowing safety could be assessed with a multitude of liquids of varying rheological parameters during a radiographic examination to identify the safest and least restrictive diet for each patient. However, the goal of keeping radiation exposure to a minimum and, at times, the constraints of patient tolerance, limits clinicians to a few select contrast materials as representative samples of dietary beverages. Results from this study, as well as the largest NIH-funded clinical trial in the area of dysphagia, support the use of a finite set of optimal, representative standardized materials. Our study suggests using a thin honey (1,500 cP) in place of the commonly used thick honey (3,000 cP) barium during the radiographic assessment. This recommendation is based on comparable airway protection with both viscosity levels of honey bariums, the potential for easier airway clearance with the 1,500 cP barium, and the prospect of improved compliance when generalized to dietary fluid intake, which may include appealing beverages.
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